1. Introduction

The University of Leeds endorses the principle of job sharing. It recognises that the option of job sharing opens up a range of career opportunities to those who, out of choice or necessity, cannot work full time. It also recognises that job sharing represents a flexible and innovative response to the management of human resources.

2. Voluntary arrangement

2.1. Job sharing is an arrangement whereby two people choose to share one full time job and the salary and benefits are divided between them according to the amount of time they each work. Each person's terms are equivalent to those of a full time member of staff, though pro-rata.

2.2. In practice, this means that appointing panels/Schools' committees/Heads of Schools may offer full time posts as suitable for job sharing. Full time posts may not, however, be advertised as suitable only for job sharing since such an arrangement would preclude those who, out of choice or necessity, wish to work full time.

2.3. Similarly, Heads of Schools/Services may agree to full time staff in post requesting to share their post where such a request is made voluntarily.

2.4. The University encourages the introduction of job shares at all levels in the organisation.

2.5. Many posts in the University may well be suitable for job share arrangements. The onus is on Heads of Schools/Services to show either that a job share contract is not practicable for a particular post OR that, if a job share is proposed by applicants, it would exceed the practical limit for the department.

2.6. There will be no compulsion on full or part time staff in post to share jobs unless they voluntarily express a desire to do so, nor shall those making applications for full time work in the University be compelled to consider job sharing instead.
3. **Job share opportunities**

3.1. **Vacant Posts**

3.2. Where a Head of School/Service decides that a full time post is suitable for job sharing, he/she should notify this to Human Resources when the vacancy is released. The phrase 'suitable for job sharing' will then appear under the advertising copy and in the University vacancy bulletin.

3.3. Where application forms are requested, the standard covering letter should advise applicants to indicate on their application, if they wish to apply on a job share basis.

3.4. **Existing Post holders**

3.5. An existing full time employee may formally apply to their Head of School/Service for a job share arrangement to be agreed in respect of their post. Where the Head of School/Service agrees to the request, a job share vacancy should be notified through Human Resources.

3.6. Only when a suitable candidate is appointed will the existing employee be able to commence job sharing.

3.7. In certain instances existing employees may make a joint application to share either of the posts held by them. In such cases the job share 'vacancy' should still be advertised in the internal vacancy bulletin in order to give any other internal candidates the opportunity to apply for the post.

4. **Selection procedures**

4.1. The shortlisting and selection of job share applications will be carried out in accordance with current recruitment practices.

4.2. At the selection stage, each shortlisted candidate will be interviewed separately according to current practice.

4.3. However, it is important that prospective job sharers meet each other before the final selection stage. The responsibility for arranging this rests with the applicant, although it should be recognised that they may need assistance if they are not known to each other.

4.4. In determining the suitability of a job share partnership, the selection panel must be satisfied that the proposed pattern of working meets the demands of the post.

4.5. **Single applications**

In the event of only one job share application being received for a full time post advertised as 'suitable for job sharing', the applicant should be rejected at the shortlisting stage unless he/she has indicated on applying that he/she would be prepared to work full time if necessary.

4.6. **Joint/linked applications**

If, at the shortlisting stage, one half of a joint/linked application is rejected, the successful half should be given the option of continuing to the selection stage either with any unlinked
shortlisted job share applicant or as a full time applicant if he/she indicates a preparedness to work full time. Similarly, if one half of a joint/linked application proves unsuccessful at the final selection stage, he/she should be rejected. The remaining partner should be offered the option of being considered as a full time applicant should he/she wish.

5. Conditions of service

5.1. Each job share partner will hold a Contract of Employment. The post holders' job share title will be that given to the full time job with the endorsement - job share.

5.2. Job sharers will be paid pro-rata to the full time rate for the number of hours worked. Commencing salary and increments where applicable will be determined in accordance with normal practice. Individual sharers may be paid at different rates within the appropriate range of salary scales to reflect different levels of experience, skills and abilities in accordance with grading definitions.

5.3. The hours to be worked will be individually stated in each partner's contract. Total hours will not exceed the hours for the full time post.

5.4. The work may be divided in a number of ways (e.g. with each partner working mornings/afternoons only or a combination of working days split between the two partners etc). Job sharers and Heads of Schools/Services should agree an established working pattern at the outset.

5.5. It may be necessary within a working pattern that job sharers have a period of 'overlap' on a regular basis. When this is necessary, it should be part of the established pattern of work and will be contained within the working week.

5.6. Overtime payments or extra hours for job sharers will be paid in accordance with the appropriate arrangements for that particular staff group. Overtime payments will not occur until individuals have worked in excess of the contract hours for their particular staff group. Academic and academic related (professional and managerial) staff are not entitled to overtime payments.

5.7. Job sharers will receive the standard pro rata annual leave provisions according to the agreed arrangements for that particular staff group. Where job sharers work different days of the week, statutory holidays and closure days will be shared equally between them to ensure parity.

5.8. Job sharers will automatically be eligible for membership of the appropriate superannuation scheme and will make contributions and receive benefits on a pro rata basis.

5.9. Job sharers will be entitled to maternity/paternity leave where appropriate in accordance with the usual University provision. Payment during maternity leave will be pro-rata to the full time contracted hours.

5.10. If one partner in a job share arrangement leaves, the post will automatically be offered as a full time post to the remaining job sharer. If a job share postholder moves to a full time post they start to accumulate pensions benefits which accrue to the full time post.

5.11. If the remaining partner does not wish to work full time, the single job share post will be advertised.
5.12. The remaining job sharer may be offered extra hours temporarily, but is not compelled to take them.

5.13. If another suitable job share partner cannot be found and it is necessary to for the post to be filled for the whole of the full time hours, the remaining job share partner will, wherever possible, transfer to another post, with the same, or similar, hours of work.

5.14. Only in exceptional circumstances, when all the above options have been exhausted, will the termination of the existing job sharer’s employment be considered. Nevertheless this possibility will be explained fully to anyone considering or taking up a job share appointment.

5.15. All rights which are available to full time staff for training opportunities will apply to job sharers, including access to personal study facilities.

5.16. Job sharers will be considered for promotion in the same way as full time and other part-time employees.